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"People do not reject the Bible because it contradicts itself. They 
reject it because it contradicts them."
—Anonymous

09-Dec-05

Biblical Canonicity

A trip to the local Christian bookstore to buy a new Bible often turns into a 
dizzying experience once dozens of different translations confront the 
shopper. From the venerable King James Version and its successor, the New 
King James Version, to the helpful  to newcomers like the  Amplified Bible
English Standard Version and the Holman Christian Standard Bible, it can 
make for a difficult choice. Beyond these, the shelves contain many more 
modern-language Bibles that are far less literal than these, such as The Living 

, the Contemporary English Version, the , Today's Bible Good News Bible
English Version, etc. It is enough to make one's head spin! (See "Which 
Bible Translation Is Best?")

Yet, many people ask an even more fundamental question: How do we know 
that the 66 books included in most Bibles are truly authorized as part of the 
canon, the authoritative collection of inspired Scripture? How can we be sure 
that we have the complete Word of ?God

It is a good question. Most people believe that the early Catholic Church 
decided which books were authentic, and we have just received the results of 
its decision. This, however, is not true. The Catholic Church did  not

https://www.cgg.org/index.cfm/library/booklet/id/421/god-is-what.htm
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authorize the biblical canon - it only accepted it. The Bible has its own 
internal authorization protocols that the Catholic Church merely followed, 
and subsequently, most others also accepted. It is evident from the agreement 
of the 5,000 extant, ancient copies of the New Testament that the canon was 
already set  the Catholic Church put its stamp of approval on it.before

Actually, only a few books now regarded as Scripture ever raised any 
questions regarding canonicity: James, Jude, II Peter, and II and III John (all 
disputed due to questions of authorship).  of them are attested in early All
writings as authoritative. In fact, it has been shown that the "early church 
fathers" quoted from the canonical books so much that, if the Bible somehow 
ceased to exist, it could be reassembled in full, minus just a handful of 
verses, using only their writings. Officially, by  140, the visible church (we AD

could call it the proto-Catholic Church) recognized all fourteen of Paul's 
letters plus all four gospels. The first historical list of all 27 New Testament 
books dates to  367. The Catholic Church did not officially ratify them (by AD

papal decree) until  405.AD

As mentioned above, the Bible contains internal authorization protocols. The 
most esoteric may be the prophecy in  "Bind up the testimony, Isaiah 8:16:
seal the law among my disciples." The early church understood this to mean 
that the canon would be "bound," that is, finished and authorized, by the time 
the original twelve apostles had died. The apostle John was the last of the 
original Twelve to die (around  100), and it is supposed that he gathered AD

the present 27 New Testament books together and authorized their use in the 
churches.

The Bible itself provides a clue that Peter had already begun some of this 
canonization many years earlier (as early as the mid-  60s).  AD II Peter 3:15-16
suggests that Paul's epistles had already attained the status of Scripture by 
that time (see another hint of a collecting of Paul's epistles by Paul himself in 

). It is easy to assume that this may also embrace Luke's II Timothy 4:13
Gospel and Acts (Luke was Paul's longtime assistant). If Peter had indeed 
begun the canonization process, both of his epistles and  of Mark the Gospel
(understood to be written under Peter's direction) can also be included. This 
now makes nineteen authorized books. Later, John would include his Gospel, 
Revelation, and three epistles, making a total of 24 books.

https://www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/bible.show/sVerseID/17824/eVerseID/17824
https://www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/bible.show/sVerseID/30538/eVerseID/30539
https://www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/bible.show/sVerseID/29884/eVerseID/29884
https://www.truegospel.org/
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The only questionable books, then, would be Matthew's Gospel, James, and 
Jude - and there are no legitimate, canonical problems with them, as all three 
were written by apostles (two of them Jesus' half-brothers!). This brings up 
another of the protocols for canonicity: The authorship of a book must be 
apostolic (exceptions are made for the writings of Luke and Mark, as they 
were considered to be written under Paul's and Peter's direct supervision).

Perhaps the most important protocol for canonicity, though, is what is termed 
"internal unity," sometimes called conformity to the "rule of ." It is faith
evident that the New Testament books agree on doctrine, Christian living, 
history, and prophecy. They contain internal unity; they are a whole in 27 
parts. Other books or epistles - for instance, the Gospel of Thomas or the 
Epistles of Clement, which have been suggested as canonical - disturb this 
unity. Many books have been written to show that the canonical Bible does 
not contradict itself, particularly in areas of doctrine.

A final rule of canonicity is general acceptance by the church. While there 
were differences among the congregations about which books were to be 
read in the churches, they all agreed on these 27 books. Eventually, the 
others were found wanting, and the present 27 were authorized. Again, we 
should note that all this took place  the rise of the organized Catholic before
Church in the second century.

The 39 books of the  have undergone similar tests of Old Testament
canonicity. A few books, such as Esther and parts of Daniel, have been 
questioned, but in the end, their reliability has been universally recognized. 
Though some churches accept the Apocrypha - the books of Maccabees, 
Esdras, the  of Solomon, Tobit, Bel and the Dragon, etc. - even a Wisdom
quick perusal of their texts proves them to be of lesser quality and worth than 
the accepted books. In addition, the biblical books found among the Dead 
Sea Scrolls attest to the precision of their transmission through the ages. 
Thus, scholarly debate on Old Testament canonicity has largely subsided to 
minor disputes on peripheral matters.

There is no valid reason to doubt the authoritative nature of the 66 books of 
the Bible. What has come down to us is God's "prophetic word made more 

https://www.cgg.org/index.cfm/library/article/id/974/faith-what-is-it.htm
https://www.cgg.org/index.cfm/library/article/id/1867/do-we-need-old-testament.htm
https://www.cgg.org/index.cfm/library/sermon/id/5721/biblical-wisdom.htm
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sure" ( ), "given by inspiration of God" ( ). We II Peter 1:19 II Timothy 3:16
can absolutely trust what is written in it to guide us along the narrow way to 
the .Kingdom of God

- Richard T. Ritenbaugh

From the Archives: Featured Sermon

 Bible Difficulties by Design
by Martin G. Collins

Critics of the Bible, in their effort to 'prove' the inaccuracies of the Bible, 
show their own lamentable sophomoric ignorance and naïve shallowness. 
When properly understood, the narratives of the Bible do not contradict one 
another, but wonderfully complement each other. The God-designed 
difficulties in the Bible are there to stimulate our minds, causing us to think 
deeply and meditate on the facts, inspiring us to search for and inquire after 
new knowledge and wisdom. In order to be able to partake of solid (spiritual) 
food, we have to use our knowledge and we have to use the wisdom in God's 
Word. The sophomoric critic and skeptic, like a baby, cannot advance to 
solid food if its body is not mature enough. God doesn't enlighten us until we 
are spiritually mature enough to make good use of the knowledge. 
Revelation occurs only with God's Spirit.

From the Archives: Featured Article

 How Much Is the Bible Worth To You?
by Staff

In one sense, we take the Bible for granted. In other times possessing God's 
Word was rare and expensive. Here is why having such ready access to 
God's Word is one of our richest blessings.

 

https://www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/bible.show/sVerseID/30499/eVerseID/30499
https://www.bibletools.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/bible.show/sVerseID/29870/eVerseID/29870
https://www.truegospel.org/index.cfm/fuseaction/basics.tour/ID/2/What-Did-Jesus-Preach.htm
https://www.cgg.org/index.cfm/library/sermon/id/560/bible-difficulties-by-design.htm
https://www.cgg.org/index.cfm/library/article/id/615/how-much-is-bible-worth-to-you.htm
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